Workspaces

A marketing/e-commerce platform
that makes ideas work

CRW

Workspaces: Tools & Services
Improv3: Break from the routine

Workspaces: Custom storefronts provide
a truly integrated solution
Your business is unique and so is Workspaces.
It provides the flexibility to customize product categories,
templates, pricing, site branding, and shipping options
quickly and cost-effectively. Workspaces was built with
broad functionality and designed to work seamlessly.
Users can move through the intuitive system effortlessly,
from estimating and job creation to list management,
transaction, and content approval, billing and shipping.
It does this all in a web browser; no software installation,
infrastructure, or maintenance is required.

Our file composition component, Improv3,
lets users customize their own layouts
using only a web browser. Starting with a blank canvas
or with an InDesign upload (packaging tool required),
you can create and edit templates to be used over and
over by your team and your clients. The online templates,
honoring established branding and business rules, can be
customized as much or as little as each layout allows.
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Quickmail: Cost-effectively delivers the results
There’s more to getting a message out than
printing documents. Quickmail is our dynamic
mailing component that offers list management, editing,
and integration into your documents for variable, datadriven text and graphics. Optimized for the US Postal
Service direct mail and CAN-SPAM for email, Quickmail is
a push-marketing tool that delivers!

Instant Estimates: One size does not fit all

Implementing ideas just got easier.

Getting a great idea off the ground requires effective communication. Workspaces is an enterprise-class
marketing and product customization platform that provides a rich suite of tools to do just that.

Workspaces Features



Starting with role based security, digital asset management,
and multiple workflows, Workspaces provides a platform
designed to operate the way you want it to, so that your
organization can streamline its operations.

 Greater productivity with minimal disruption, saving
your team valuable time.

A complete set of integrated digital tools and services make
the creation, control, and delivery of customized products and
effective communication faster and easier than ever before.

 Communicates a consistent message and branding
across multiple channels: print, e-mail, internet;
maintains brand integrity and benefit from localized
content.

Start-up services, ranging from template creation to storefront
customization, and user training is provided to every client.

 Getting started is a breeze, and doesn’t require a big
investment in time or capital.

Measure everything, and quickly tailor your programs to optimize
your results.

 Analytics provide insight into your messaging’s impact,
improving results and driving a higher marketing ROI.

Quality is built in from the start with patented Preflight for
Purpose, world-class color management, and enforced adherence
to business rules. Custom approval processes are seamlessly
incorporated into your workflow.

Some online systems that allow customers to
upload their own PDF files work within a set
list of rigid page dimensions and prices great for some
projects and not for others. With Workspaces, you let
us know the size and page count of your file. You pick
the paper and we’ll let you know the price. Need it faster
than the standard turnaround? Not a problem - rush
quotes for rush orders. It’s as simple as that.

Inventory &
Fulfillment
Controls

Professional
Services

Preflight

Inventory & Fulfillment: Gets product
where it needs to go

What it does for you

 Turnaround time is expedited, by online approval,
automated production, and online delivery tracking.

The end result is a rich user experience. The efficient and effective workflows enhance the timeliness, quality, and
impact of your communications. Call or email now to arrange a demo to see how Workspaces provides everything
you need to make your ideas work.

Preflight for Purpose: Know it’s right, right
from the start
Workspaces’ Preflight engine checks uploaded
PDF files to let you know if there’s anything to be concerned
about from the get-go. The resolution and color profile
of each image in the file will be reported, any fonts not
embedded will be flagged, and the overall dimensions and
page count of the file will be checked against the quote for
your job. Workspaces lets you proceed with confidence,
ensuring your files will produce great quality work.

The Vault®: Digital Asset Management
Each User’s own digital assets, including images,
metadata, lists and more are stored in the Vault,
Workspaces’ secure digital asset management system.
The Vault allows for easy variable document creation and
execution. Users can set permissions on digital assets,
letting them share what they want with whom they want.
Granular access control allows for the staging and sharing of
templates, lists, and images, which makes document creation,
testing, execution, and distribution a breeze.
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Digital Asset
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Professional Services: Setup, Training, and Support
Getting off to a great start is critical to the success of any project. CRW has a team of
professionals to ensure you and your users have a trouble-free experience. Offering startup
assistance, worksheets and documentation, branded quick-start user guide, and web-based training,
we work in partnership with you to customize your site, meet deadlines, and provide world-class
product quality. From start to finish, your satisfaction is our number one mission.

RESTful API: Marketing Automation
Incorporating Workspaces’ API into your websites allows for completely automated,
personalized, event-driven marketing activity.

Once your message has been printed, CRW
Workspaces gets in front of your audience. With built in
inventory control, you can warehouse your materials —
printed goods and other physical items — and allow your
users to order product from your customized, branded
Workspace storefront. Each transaction is recorded and
the inventory is updated in real time. Product counts
are always current. Your business rules can limit what
users can order, how few and/or how many, and control
customization. Once picked, packed, and shipped, the
order is tracked online all the way to its destination.

Admin Functionality: Mission Control
Workspaces is a powerful site with broad
capabilities that requires an enterprise-class
console. The admin section serves as “Mission Control”
where authorized users can manage their Workspace
to create a seemless, branded intranet or public-facing
e-commerce user experience that works in concert with
your business, making your ideas work.
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One web session,
taking only a few
minutes!

Via the internet
email • edocs • PDFs

Rest assured,
your order is
on the way!

Direct Mail

Fully automated, event-driven, RESTful API

User-friendly and Productive

Workspaces: 4 workflows to get your
message delivered

Complete API
and support to
drive automated
marketing.
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